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Editor’s Note
Spring came a little late, but not this issue! Longtime and new readers may
wonder why the contributor notes come before anything else since most other
literary print and online journals list the bios at the end. I feel if you get a
sense of who’s contributing, you’ll understand how all these diverse voices
come together to form an excellent issue.
Enjoy!
Krisma
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MARCH MARCH
On Groundhog Day I saw my shadow,
rolled over and went back to bed.
Couldn’t face more ice and snow
with blankets pulled over my head.
“In like a lion, out like a lamb,”
so springtime’s elegy goes.
But kitty and sheep still get cold shoulders,
and it’s not just because of cold toes.
Easter’s a symbol for procreation
when the birds and the bees come together.
But instead of frolicking under the covers,
I only get under the weather.
Spring is a time when sap starts rising,
but for me it’s a masculine fright.
It takes me all season to get in the mood,
then I’m in like a lion, out like a light.
—Neal Lewing
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TWO ORCHIDS
Late March, we drive over the pass to the river
where the sun has already dipped below the ridge
and the air holds a cold kind of hush.
The pregnant girl removes her shoes and happy-face socks.
My son wades in to his knees. I roll up my jeans.
On the sandy bank, my husband keeps watch.
I look closely at the river pooling about my son
and the girl, beautiful as two orchids
surrounded by folds and folds of velvet on velvet.
I’d like to imagine some stranger,
glimpsing through the willows, thinking us
deer, or a family, standing together.
—Christine Kravetz
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SNOW IN DAVOS
by
Bernard Jacob
I don’t know that I need to go to the World Economic Forum in Davos
early next year. They sent me the standard mechanically signed invitation
addressed to those who might as well come, who have been there in the past
and who would be offended if they were neglected. In the late ’90s when they
really wanted me there, for a period of about five years, I received personalized
invitations and follow-up calls. Now the invitations are tepid, and I am given to
understand that the sun will set and rise again in Davos in spite of my
absence. Some believe Davos was inevitable. The idea, the locale? Perhaps
both. Consider the United Nations in New York or the League of Nations in
Geneva…
My wife Heather would just as soon I didn’t go. She says that after every
Davos, I come back tense and anxious. My lame excuse is that it’s difficult to
return to work among mere mortals. She knows better. My world here in
Chicago is very focused, and my job is to apply some Davos-quality insights to
our research. We don’t have mountains but we do have a magnificent lake and
quite a few of the attendees to the World Economic Forum (WEF) have
learned—yes, from me—to appreciate the splendor of Lake Michigan.
Although they would not have to travel far, the number of Swiss
attendees in Davos is small as compared to other European countries, let alone
other continents. I usually end up keeping company with some Swiss
professors for the better part of my stay. I don’t know why except that I must
broadcast a subliminal empathy—or is it ambivalence?—for the red flag with
the white cross. One morning on my way to my first session, I am accosted.
“Dr. Armstrong, how nice to see you again. I remember you from last
year when we visited with my colleague, Professor von der Lack from
Schaffhausen. I believe he will join us later. He mentioned that you work in
Chicago. May I ask, do you also live in Chicago?” I am irritated. What am I, a
prize pig from Chicago? If Prof. Von already told him, why go over it? I realize,
he is making conversation in what is to him a foreign language. I remember
Prof. Von quite well because I spent considerable time with him and his
daughter who was also a delegate for a time. His daughter, Annelies Teufel-von
der Lack, speaks flawless American English—which she attributes to time
spent in academic institutions on both coasts. “I love your country!” Her
husband is a busy chocolate executive in Kilchberg, near Zurich, she told us,
and he has little patience with “Things Davos.” Annelies thinks otherwise. She
hyperbolizes: “For a short time all the power in the world is parked in this town
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and if a colossal avalanche were to erupt in the middle of the night, the world
economies would have to be completely recalibrated.”
I squint to read his name tag: Prof. A. Letzt, Chur University. I remember
him now.
“Yes, indeed, I live in Chicago, high up in a condominium tower,
overlooking Lake Michigan. Have you ever been to Chicago, Professor?”
“No, I have never been there. I have visited New York on several
occasions and Boston once, but I have read about Chicago. It is said that
Chicago is the architecture capital of America. I don’t know what that means.
Every city in the world is a city of architecture, don’t you agree, Dr.
Armstrong?” I don’t care for the slightly condescending tone that the Swiss
have toward Americans. It’s unconscious, as if it was the natural order. The
usual sotto voce quip about the Swiss is they are watchmakers; what do you
want? I smile and we move on.
Annelies Teufel-von der Lack is more relaxed without her father in tow.
She doesn’t have to make declamations and impress. When she becomes very
engaged, she has a slight German (or Swiss-German?) accent that gives her
speech a charming softness.
The next morning I don’t feel like having breakfast in the hotel where so
many delegates would be and so I walk down the street to the Buendner
Tearoom. I rarely encountered any WEF’ers there and so I could have a meal in
tranquility and read the Herald Tribune or the New York Times or both. But
this was not the morning for that. At a far table in the corner, there she was,
Annelies, reading and making notes and eating breakfast. I couldn’t just sit
down and wave. I went over to greet her and ask whether she would rather be
left alone to do her work.
“No, no, not at all. Please sit down. I don’t like to stare out into the open
and so I decided to go over my notes. I recall about six years ago, you first
introduced my father and me to this tearoom. Ever since he has wanted to take
all his meals here, but of course that’s not practical. Are you staying at the
Belvedere again this year?” As long as I have known her and her father, we
have all stayed at the Belvedere. It is completely full and sold out years in
advance.
“Yes, of course, same as last year. Is your father, Professor von der Lack,
coming later? I vividly recall our conversations last year, yes. We had such a
good time that we actually missed some promising presentations, I believe.”
“I don’t know when and whether father will come. He has been appointed
chair of a faculty review committee and that plus his teaching load keep him
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very busy. He feels like I do about the WEF, and he’ll be very unhappy if he
misses out this year altogether. I’ll impart as much as I can from the lectures
and panels I attend, but of course I’ll undoubtedly miss some that he would
have focused on. You see, he has a more absolutist approach to our world
order and therefore, we frequently agree to disagree. I simply believe that for
the 21st century and the unfathomable effects of what we flatly call the digital
revolution, our antique ideas of political governance need to be completely
overhauled…” She says this calmly and with authority as if she had said it
before. She is the enlightened politician or teacher who continuously hones her
positions by presenting them again and again and obtaining critical comments
in return. I can’t help but admire her. She has an uncommonly beautiful nose,
chiseled like the Eiger, a controlled and confident smile with piercing dark
green eyes and brown hair with natural curls (“You must have been a beautiful
baby”), cosmopolitan and yet very Swiss. I wish I were a portrait painter and I’d
ask her to sit for me and I’d fall in love and I’d become suicidal because she
wouldn’t respond to my infatuation. Alas, I can only paint with my eyes and so
I carefully and indolently go over every pore of this beautiful face. I think she
knows. She has managed many admirers.
I agree with her views, of course, and it’s tempting and it would be easy
to metaphorically play footsy with her, out of admiration and appreciation. For
a moment I indulge myself, I believe I have a dilemma: I have to choose
between her and Davos. Oh, but how preposterous of me to think that I have
full access to both or either, as if I were master of this setting or of my fate.
Naturally, the issue of choosing is a conceit. How often have I ever actually
made a choice? Yes, I chose my profession and I chose Heather but I did not
select either in comparison to others. These choices were within the realm of
my comprehension, my imagination and my needs then, over thirty years ago.
And even then, Davos was and fundamentally remained an amorphous
snowed-in memory I mostly avoided. It loomed like a giant amoeba whose
shadows stretched ponderously, following me everywhere. I remember the
angels falling from the sky one night. They all looked alike, cheery and smiling
and clearly ignorant. They had not seen the yellow stars in uniforms so pure,
and in formation, crowded and rushed.
“Don’t you worry, kid.” said one of the angels. They were generous and
gave happiness and liked to keep time and then, one night, they all went back,
up into the sky and left me standing there, in the snow.
***
In the early ’90s when my office received the first formal invitation to
attend and also to present at the WEF, our president, Andy Sartell, forwarded
the materials to me with the note “Let’s talk about this next Wednesday.” On
the first Wednesday of every month we have a partners’ meeting, really a staff
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meeting for the owners.
“As to the matter of WEF, we have been invited to make a presentation
next January of our research on population growth and I propose that we
deputize Henry to Davos.” says Andy, looking at me.
Then he addresses me directly: “Henry, your time in Davos, ages ago, you
have told me, lies at the root of your work on the collision of identity and tribal
motivation and so, it makes sense that you would be the one to present our
preliminary findings in those areas. What feedback you receive will be of great
value, I am sure.”
Our de facto vice president (by function, if not by title), Stark Soler,
speaks up, looking at me, “I hope you can go, Henry. It’s obviously a sign of
respect to have been invited and, at once as it were, it affords us global
exposure. The added bonus is that it will take you back to the famed town that,
you have hinted, looms large in your background, even though you have
always been guarded on the subject.” I hear the ever-so-plaintive demand and
later, privately, I assure both Andy and Stark that I hoped my stay in Davos,
after all these years, would be cathartic and enable me to speak openly about
that part of my life.
***
Late this afternoon, when I returned to the hotel, I left a note for Annelies
at the front desk, inviting her to dinner. She must have been right behind me
because she called quite soon. We agreed to meet in the lobby at seven-thirty.
She and I had never gone out socially before, as opposed to having lunch
between sessions with her father and often others. Several times I had dinner
with both of them and our conversations related to the sessions we had
attended, separately or together. The chemistry was now different and
immediately more personal. With great aplomb, typical of Annelies, she says,
“Henry, how come you don’t bring your wife here?” That’s an easy personal
question to answer.
“For the exact same reason you don’t bring your husband, I expect!”
“Touché” she retorts, with a big lovely smile. Then she tilts her head
conspiratorially and asks, “Henry, what is it about you and Davos? I have
heard you denigrate and also praise this town. You love it and you hate it. Why
so much emotion?” I was stunned. I didn’t remember verbalizing my feelings.
Perhaps she inferred them from stray comments I made; I don’t know.
I made light of her question. “Having come to Davos so many times, there
were good visits and not-so-good visits…” My answer sounded elusive and we
both knew it. What more could I say about those angels and even the Russian
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hockey players and the tourists jetting down the fast ski runs? That Davos was
an insular world to me; I didn’t know what to be, let alone who I was.
Sometimes church bells rang. It was the angelus I was told, and I was to cross
myself.
“Henry, why were you here, in Davos?” Annelies was fearless, I knew.
She asked the one question I could not ask of myself. I couldn’t revive
memories that were perhaps mirages that later became real. I couldn’t revisit
that original past. I must have been chased and rescued and then, somehow, I
came to envy the majority.
Annelies and I talked late into the night, until the restaurant manager
said he needed to close and then we went to our hotel’s bar and remained
another hour or so. She told me more about Swiss chocolate than I needed to
know and about being a chocolate bride and yes, going on ski vacations to St.
Moritz, Zermatt, Gstaad, and also Davos. Naturally, there was always a lot of
snow and the skiing was good and the days were very bright and all of it
predictable and in some animistic ways necessary, or so it seemed to her.
I loved to just listen to Annelies. She was empathic and animated and
responsive and beautiful. She knew I knew. In some awkward way I tried to tell
her about my Davos; perhaps she would help me infiltrate and overwhelm my
terrors. I sought to describe that setting, the one I tried to run away from, or
abandon or forsake. For a kid, scared of uniforms, who’d never seen real snow,
this town was frightening. Annelies should have been there; she must have
been there: “Queen of the Snow.” Under the piles of snow, we all knew, there
were uniforms, buried, that no one could get at until spring. The snow weighed
down the house roofs and as it continued to fall, the landscape became
completely white. There was no horizon, no sound except that of an occasional
ambulance rushing a skier to the hospital. In the moonlight the town glowed
supernaturally as if transported into a remote and lonely orbit.
On our last day in Davos, Annelies and I decided to have breakfast in the
Buendner Tearoom. She looked at me intently and said, “Henry, you must let
go, you must never come back here, WEF or not. Davos can not make good in
your story. Someday the WEF will meet in Chicago and then you will show off
your beautiful lake.” She said this with authority, as if delegated by the Swiss
government. I had no response. I nodded.
I was happy to return home to Heather and to my work. In lieu of a staff
meeting, I offered a WEF seminar, highlighting the issues that I thought were
relevant to our work. I also brought back videos of some of the lead talks,
concerned for the most part with the global fallout of the financial crisis in
Europe. In addition I made good contacts with researchers from Boston,
Washington and Helsinki. Andy Sartell, our president, was pleased and gave
me instant recognition at the end of my presentation. After a few days,
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Heather, my patient wife, laconically said, “You must have had a better time
this year. You don’t seem as upset as usual. Are you coming to terms with
Davos?”
I said the only thing I could say, “Perhaps I am; I don’t know. It helped
talking about my long-ago Davos.”
Heather looked curiously at me and said, “Has it changed that much?”
I know what she wants to ask and I am not helping her. I let her work
from one question to the next. “Yes, Davos has changed and I’ve changed also;
I’ve grown up, I expect. Those long-ago days were, at the time, enigmatic and
forlorn, but no one knew any better. For a while, the world was almost at an
end…”
I go back into my business uniform. I feel safe and protected. My office is
intact except for the large bin of mail that has been placed next to my files.
This is in addition to the great number of electronic messages deposited in my
inbox.
One of them is from Annelies, I believe, and it reads: “Henry, just found
out I may be in Chicago on business this coming August. Will you be there?
Best, Annelies.”
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I LET HIM SLEEP
I sit on the edge of the bed
and let him sleep.
I came to wake him,
urge him into the world.
But he has flung his arm,
a man’s arm, like a child across my lap.
It is warm and heavy with sleep
and holds me to the bed.
I know I should jostle him and call his name,
but I let him sleep.
—Laura Schulkind
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AN EVENING IN PARIS
To keep me from getting
into her perfume, and wasting it,
my grandmother gave me
the empty bottles to play with.
Evening in Paris was my favorite—
cobalt-blue glass with worn silver labels.
At the bathroom sink,
I would fill them with water
so I could imitate my grandmother.
In my world of pretend,
joined by a handsome young prince,
I strolled the streets of Paris.
Years later, on a trip with my lover,
I tour the city of lights and
dine near the Eiffel Tower.
And I remember my grandmother—
a farmwife who bore ten children,
who never had the money
to indulge in little luxuries,
let alone visit other countries.
I long to tell her about my evening in Paris.
—Gloria Ludlam Bennett
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S
It sounds smooth in my mouth when I sing
like the whisper of water
on a cool sandy shore of the Pacific—
the sun setting in the distance.
But that stanza was me getting lost in the silly sea
of metaphoric alliterations and lyrical nonsense
instead of really discussing
the significance of the letter S.
But what is important?
S begins my surname and first name, just like my dad’s.
I guess it’s really true when my mom says,
You are your father’s daughter. Spiteful or not.
Yet, spite has nothing to do with this letter—
it curves like the switchbacks in the mountains
so stunning and friendly,
never wanting to hurt a soul.
I’ve carried S with me for my whole life,
slung across my shoulders like a satchel—
a permanent travel companion,
always working for me, rarely resting.
But when S finally rests on its side,
it becomes half of the infinity symbol
and looks just like my sweetheart as he sleeps next to me—
someplace I could stay forever.
—Stephanie Schultz
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MINUTE TIME TRAVEL OF A LOVER PAINED
Thirty solid minutes I travel
Touching your front in
Back spaces of time
Hearing first gasps, kisses
Moving in, desire like gusting
Feathers, our mouths clash
Door not yet slammed,
Feet not yet stomping,
Future echoes vibrate my spine
Expectation clings, a rotting vulture
Fast-forwarding into lonely
I remember your heat
—Jennifer Ruth Jackson
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BURNED
It’s a chemistry principle:
two elements lie side by side,
safe
inside a test tube,
never uniting
until sufficient heat is applied.
I thought that was us—
damp and sizzling
green logs—
never bursting into flame.
Tormented
by your lame gestures and tired
of waiting, I turned
up the heat and hoped
you would
let down your guard.
I didn’t see the phone booth
but you changed,
became Superman,
and disappeared
faster
than a speeding bullet.
—Gail Eisenhart
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THE IMPOSTER
by
Steve Force
“Father!” he heard someone say behind him as he proceeded down the
steps of St. Patrick’s.
“Father!” he heard again just as he reached the sidewalk. This time he
felt a hand on his shoulder gently turning him to face the one calling him.
“You left your missal behind.” It was a young priest with a warm smile,
handing him the small leather-covered book. “Where are you from, Father?”
“Gracias. Gracias. Escusa, no Ingles,” Kenny jabbered as he started to
quickly walk away.
“Retardo! Desine quaeso!” the young priest called after him. Kenny had
no idea what this meant, but fortunately the priest did not start to follow him.
He looked back over his shoulder and said, “Escusa, escusa,” as he
tapped his wristwatch and quickened his pace. He turned the corner and
proceeded until he reached and descended into the nearest subway station. He
took the first train to come into the station and breathed a sigh of relief as he
plopped into a seat and started to finally enjoy his escape. He had prepared for
this sort of encounter, but he still felt both fear and exhilaration. What was it
that the young priest said? What was that last thing he called after me? he
asked himself. It was Latin! Of course, it was Latin: the universal language of
priests, he chuckled to himself. Even though he didn’t know a word of Latin
beyond E Pluribus Unum, he realized that it must have been Latin: probably
“where are you from?” or “wait!” The young priest had taken a chance that
Kenny might know Latin.
He had spent the day roaming Manhattan dressed as a Catholic priest:
toured a museum, rode the subways, had lunch in a small restaurant, and
concluded with a visit to St. Patrick’s. He took the train back to the suburb
where he lived alone in the small house he had bought long ago, just after his
wedding. As always, his car was parked at the far edge of the train station lot.
It was there that he donned and removed as much of his attire—he hated the
word “costume”—as needed in order to avoid the notice and scrutiny of his
nosy neighbors as he left and returned to his house.
Two, sometimes three, Saturdays or Sundays each month he spent the
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day dressed as someone he was not. Who?—he did not know. Why?—he didn’t
know that either. He just started doing it, and it became more and more
challenging and elaborate. Often, he planned all week who he would be on the
weekend. At work, whenever he had a few moments, he would search the
Internet for images and information about the type of person he wanted to be
next. He would often go out a couple of nights during the week and get the
clothing and accessories he needed.
He’d been a painter, walking along 5th Avenue with a paint box and
folded easel. He’d been a number of different musicians, toting—but not
playing!—various instruments.
He’d been a cowboy, nondescript medical personnel, a construction
worker, an Amish farmer, and many more. One time recently he had stood at
entrances to the subway, wearing a button that said “John 3:16” and handing
out rambling, ranting tracts he had written and printed himself.
He avoided any direct interaction with people. He just moved around the
city being whoever he was at that moment. He wanted to see how people
reacted to whoever he was. He told himself that he wanted to see what it was
like to be whoever it was he was pretending to be. Sometimes, he went so far as
to tell himself that this was his art, his medium of expression. But this was not
art, this was escape—escape from his secure but meaningless job; from a
confusing, painful divorce; from a life with few friends. It was escape and it was
perfectly suited to his secretive, reticent nature.
In his early twenties he had tried street juggling and mime. He was
always searching for, but never finding, the “art” for which he might have a
talent. He quickly learned that he was too self-conscious to succeed at street
performing; and way, way too self-conscious to succeed at stand-up comedy—
another creative endeavor with which he had flirted. Later on, with a little more
maturity and income at his disposal, the search for his talent turned inward
with books and lessons for whatever art form caught his fancy at the moment.
Each summer he went to the nearby Renaissance Faire. The Faire had
three main attractions for him. The first was the overpriced crafts and baubles
sold nowhere else. The second was the continuity, the sameness of it every
year, like an annual visit from some relative who never changes. And the third
was the uninhibited goofiness of many of those who attended. He marveled at
the nerds who spent a small fortune on ersatz armor or on busty “fair maiden”
dresses, and then ruined the image with a pair of glasses or running shoes.
Over the years the contempt he had for the incongruity of a Sir Lancelot with
bad acne, or a way too plump Maid Marian (in the Renaissance, no less!) and
for their ridiculous English accents, slowly gave way to an appreciation of the
escapist bliss and camaraderie these lords and ladies shared each year. It was
something to see them reunited each summer, showing off the new sword or
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bustier acquired over the winter. He had no desire to participate—the thought
of being recognized by someone he knew was terrifying—but this may have
planted the seed for his future solo role-playing.
Kenny’s next role-play took place three weekends later. It was one of his
most expensive and, in terms of preparation, most elaborate attires. He
purchased an expensive leather jacket, a pair of boots, and a dull black, potshaped “brain bucket” helmet at a motorcycle dealership. Several nights were
spent thinking up an original motorcycle club name and then creating a logo.
The search for an embroidery firm to make large patches with the logo proved
easy but expensive, since the patches had to be purchased in quantity. He
carefully sewed the patches onto the motorcycle jacket. Across the back of his
shoulders was the patch Flaming Wheels MC. Below that, in the center of his
back, was the logo: a red, devil-like figure astride a motorcycle with, of course,
flaming wheels. And below the logo patch, another that read San Diego. Kenny
felt his imaginary club needed to be based in California for extra credibility and
toughness.
Once the patches were affixed, Kenny took the jacket out to the garage to
begin aging it, putting it on the rough cement floor and literally jumping up
and down on it, sometimes sprinkling a little water on it to create spots and
stains. Over the course of four or five nights, he worked on aging the jacket and
scuffing the boots, wearing down their heels a little bit too. He also affixed a
few decals to the helmet and carefully scraped and chipped them and the
helmet. He put the black bandanna imprinted with the white skulls through
several wash cycles to give it a slightly faded look.
It was late Saturday afternoon, and he was slowly making his way back
toward Grand Central. He was looking at the sunglasses on a street vendor’s
stand and did not notice the four people coming out of the nearby pub.
“Kenny! Is that you?” He froze, momentarily confused and stunned by
hearing his name in a familiar voice, here in the middle of Manhattan. He
turned slowly and looked up at his inquisitor.
“Well, look at you!”
“Oh, hi, Roger.” Roger, his obnoxious, bullying boss. Of all the people to
run into, why did it have to be Roger? By 10:00 a.m. Monday, everyone in the
office would know about this.
“I didn’t know you rode a Harley, Kenny,” he said in a syrupy, catty voice.
“And look,” leaning around Kenny to look at the back of his jacket, “you even
belong to a biker gang! Flaming Wheels MC,” he read aloud slowly. “And from
San Diego too! Well, Kenny, this certainly gives me a different perspective on
the quiet fellow who maintains our inventory at work. I had no idea you were
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such a wild guy.”
Roger gestured toward his hip-looking, slightly tipsy companions who
had already begun to snicker, and said, “Oh, by the way, let me introduce my
friends. This my girlfriend Jill, her friend Marisa, and Marissa’s friend Barry.
And this is Kenny, my inventory manager and office-machinery maintainerextraordinaire.”
They nodded and said superfluous “Hi, how ya doing?” type greetings in
the direction of this insect now held captive by their stares.
“Well, Kenny, where have you parked your Harley? We’d love to walk with
you and see it.”
“I don’t have a Harley. I’m writing a novel and I’m trying to get a feel for
one of the main characters in it.” It was one of the cover lines he had worked
up for just such an exposure. And he sensed it was collapsing.
“Oh, wow! I didn’t know you were a writer. How many novels have you
written? I’d love to read one. Can I find them in a library, or do I need to go to a
bookstore? Can you give us a little hint of what this novel is about and who
this biker-character is?”
Kenny knew that this was just his faux interest and that Roger was
mocking him and entertaining the three beautiful people at his expense. He
was getting more flustered and panicky as this went on, and he basically had
to hit he ejection seat button immediately.
“I can’t really discuss it; it’s not very well-developed yet, and there are
copyright issues too. Anyway, I have to get going. Nice meeting you,” he
gestured toward the beautiful people as he began to speed-walk away.
Although he couldn’t hear it, he knew they were all chuckling at his discomfort
and at his ridiculous existence.
“Get home safely, Kenny. I’ll see you Monday. I can’t wait to hear about
your novels!” Roger called after him.
He had been busted—busted by the absolute last person he would want
to bust him. Saturday night and Sunday night were basically sleepless as he
thought about what work was going to be like Monday morning and for the rest
of the week for that matter. He’d been the target of everyone’s gossip and cruel
merriment many times before, so he knew quite well what this going to be like.
He thought of dozens of possible explanations and excuses and witty
comebacks and retorts, but none seemed good enough. He thought about how
James Bond would handle this, how Captain Kirk would, how Bill Murray
would, but there were no magic bullets to be found there because deep down
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he knew that none of his heroes would ever get themselves into this kind of
situation. And, besides, Roger was his boss and would never tolerate a strong
response. It was going to be hell. This was it: the worst way this could have
gone. He had to face the prospect of giving up this game of his for good.
Kenny suffered the giggles, smirks, and barely suppressed laughter
through the week and then through a second week. In a nearby window he
even caught a glimpse of the reflection of someone behind his back
pantomiming a biker with his hands held high up on the handlebars of an
invisible chopper. But after a few days, the embarrassment, the humiliation,
and the pain slowly gave way to a new feeling: liberation.
By the end of the second week, he had located on the Internet a beautiful
chainmail tunic and a very authentic-looking knight’s helmet and proceeded to
order them. On the next Saturday, dressed in a security guard’s uniform, he
boarded a train to Manhattan. He planned to spend the day searching for a
sword.
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JAGGED
Her ebony chin raises high, tilting back tears
triggered by hate-infused accusations
N…violent vowel…jagged Gs…violent vowel…R
He enunciates every syllable to hide his offensive lisp
but cannot hide the swagger in his step. So he’s called a
F…violent vowel…jagged Gs…violent vowel…T
The aggravator’s mind slams shut and parts lips
to spit slurs that cut deeper than daggers.
B…violent vowel…jagged G…violent vowel…T
Bigot is the filthiest name of all.
—Katie Rendon Kahn
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DEEP INSIDE THE CRAZY
by
Alice Benson
She wasn’t sure what day it was. And, actually, it didn’t matter. Francine
opened one eye slowly. The other was swollen shut, lashes turned inward,
cemented tight. The warm copper taste of blood filled her mouth and nose.
Ceiling cracks jumped and wiggled while she struggled to place reality. A door
opened and footsteps shuffled into the room. When she smelled the acrid
smoke of Marlboro Reds, Francine remembered everything. She closed her eyes
and went away.
***
Summers were Francine’s favorite time. The scent of pine trees, warm
violets filled with the low hum of bumblebees, the sour taste of wild rhubarb
that made her shiver. She spent her days in an old tree fort, making paper
dolls dance and reading; a crate full of library books filled her days with
romance and adventure. Francine loved the fairy tales, the handsome prince
slipping her foot into the glass slipper or kissing her to save her from the ugly
queen. Cinderella and Snow White gave way to Scarlett O’Hara and Rhett
Butler, Cathy and Heathcliff. When Francine discovered Shakespeare, she
imagined herself as Desdemona and Ophelia. In the arms of her Beloved, she
was beautiful. Hour after hour, she closed her eyes and dreamed.
Her mother brought her lunch at noon—whole wheat bread filled with
peanut butter and bananas, baby carrots, apple juice—then sent her off with
her sister to the community pool. “Everyone needs to know how to swim.”
Francine loved her big sister. Teri was good at everything; she taught
Francine to dog paddle, then crawl. Mostly Francine floated on her back for
long afternoons, eyes closed tight against the chlorine, water lapping gently
above her ears, the outside world muted and blurred. She drifted through a
world of warmth and sunshine.
Walking home, Francine pushed her forearm under Teri’s nose. “Smell
my arm.”
Teri sniffed and shook her head. “I don’t smell anything.”
“I smell like summer. Sunshine, you know, the way my skin smells just
before it starts to sweat.” The sun grazed her bicep, and Francine breathed it
in, not understanding why Teri couldn’t smell it too.
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Teri just laughed and ruffled Francine’s wet curls. They walked home
holding hands.
***
“Wake up, bitch.”
Francine smelled the harsh odor of scorched flesh before she felt the pain
of the cigarette burn. She opened her eye.
***
When she was twelve, Francine joined a church just to sing in the choir.
Her parents scoffed at the notion of God, but they sat in the front row every
Sunday to hear Francine. Her voice was beautiful, as pure and exhilarating as
a cold winter sky filled with stars. Francine watched her mother wipe tears
from the corner of her eyes at the end of every service.
In August each summer, her family went to Grand Marais, Minnesota,
for a two-week vacation. They hiked along the Gun Flint Trail, ate at the Angry
Trout, and watched the waterfalls at the Cascade River. Francine loved the
waterfalls. The brown foamy water, like root beer pouring over the rocks,
running as fast as it could to get to Lake Superior.
Francine stood high above the water, leaning against the wooden railing,
and imagined the old wood splintering into a million pieces. She pitched
forward into the falls. At the last possible moment, her father reached out,
grabbing her arm, pulling her back. Or, as she hit the water, her mother
grabbed a tree branch and held it out to her. She’d grasp the branch with the
last of her strength and be pulled through the swirling, bubbling water, up to
the rocks. She’d reach out and touch the rainbow and be safe.
The summer she was fifteen, she saw someone fall in the river. A little
boy, playing on the rocks, slipped and fell in before his mother could grab him.
She always wondered what he felt like when the water closed over his face. Now
she knew. Some days, it was freezing cold. Some days, it was hot.
***
“I said, ‘wake up.’ Get up, you lazy bitch.”
Francine knew it was better to try. She rolled to one side and used her
right arm as a lever to sit up. Joe yanked on her hair, almost pulling her down
again, but she steadied herself. He handed her a glass of water and two pills.
“Take these.”
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She no longer asked what the pills were for; she simply swallowed them.
***
When she met Joe, it was like flinging herself into the river, over the falls.
Nothing else mattered. She eluded her father’s grasp and ignored the branch
her mother held out to her. If being with Joe meant that she would be pounded
to pieces on the rocks at the bottom of the falls, she was willing to take that
chance.
Joe was the lead singer in a band called Mission Together. His eyes
found hers and pinned her to her seat. His voice wrapped Francine in spun
gold and bound her to him. She never missed a show, and one night, he
grabbed her hand, pulled her onstage. She sang with him and they were magic.
Their voices combined—playing, jumping, tapping, moving together until,
finally, it felt as if they made love and finished the song in an orgasm so
intense that waves of pleasure engulfed the room and spilled out the doors,
filling the hallways with the scent of sex.
Joe was twenty-one, Francine nineteen. She moved in with him the next
day.
***
“I’m hungry.”
Even through the fog of medication, Francine understood. She fixed the
gaze of one eye on the ceiling light and used it to guide her through the room.
She held onto the wall and rubbed the bumps of old paint, peeling under her
fingers like shedding skin that led her to the kitchen.
***
Francine joined Mission Together. Joe’s life became her life. They sang all
night, creating a force of passion that they carried home and made love for
hours. Joe’s energy became the warm water she swam in, floating in bliss so
large and so strong that sometimes it made her stomach ache with fear.
But Joe’s love for Francine was enormous. He kept her safe, protected
from anyone who would interfere in their lives, distract her from their music,
take away their time together. Her parents wanted her to go to college; Joe
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explained what a waste of time that would be. They had each other; they had
the band. They needed nothing else.
Her family didn’t like Joe; they pushed her to change her life, and she
didn’t want to. Francine stopped returning their calls.
***
Francine put a frying pan on the stove. “Do you want eggs?”
A coffee cup bounced off her shoulder blade; lukewarm liquid seeped into
her shirt and trickled down her back like blood. “You stupid bitch. It’s
dinnertime. I don’t want fucking eggs for dinner. Make me a cheeseburger.”
***
Eight months after she moved in with Joe, Francine’s parents died in a
car accident. Guilt grabbed her by the throat. Shame boiled in a giant caldron,
and she lowered herself, inch by inch, until it covered her like thick, bubbling
caramel. Joe tried to scrape it off, but she pulled away and submerged herself
again and again. Joe lost patience. He yanked her away from the caldron and
slapped her face when she tried to go back. He found a doctor to prescribe
Valium.
The drugs helped her function. The band went on the road, and she sang
again. The music was all right; her voice clear and strong, but the passion
waned, trampled by the Valium and violence.
More often than not, Francine woke up after going to bed with Joe and
found he was gone. He came back hours later, smelling of lavender and semen.
When she cried, he punched her ear.
Francine wanted him back; she began to try. To get Joe back. To get
herself back. To get their passion back. She threw away the Valium. She forced
herself to tip the caldron of guilt and shame and watched it pour on the
ground, forced herself to let it go. For a while, life was good again. The passion
returned and rolled through their songs and over the crowds and back into
their bed. Joe stayed home and they slept exhausted in each other’s arms.
***
Francine picked up the cup and put it in the sink. She limped to the
refrigerator and found a package of hamburger. It felt slimy as she pressed it
into a patty, but she didn’t care. Why should she care? What could make her
care?
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***
Nothing good lasts forever. Joe started drinking beer onstage and
whiskey between sets. Francine rubbed her breasts against his arm and
whispered in his ear. “Maybe you should wait until we’re done singing.” Joe
pushed her into a speaker, and she sprained her ankle. The drummer quit. The
band lost bookings. And Francine got pregnant.
She was excited to tell Joe. She knew it would bring them closer
together; Joe would drink less, maybe quit the band and get a real job. She
waited until he was sober, fed him his favorite breakfast and gave him the
news. He broke her nose.
That was it. Francine left him. She moved in with Teri and found a job at
Walgreen’s. Three weeks later, Joe showed up at her door. He missed her. He
couldn’t live without her. He was so, so sorry. He would never drink again.
His eyes filled with tears and touched her heart. He got down on one
knee and asked Francine to marry him. At that moment, she knew everything
would be good. He was a wild child, but she tamed him. They would be happy
again. She hugged Teri and left with Joe.
***
She watched the hamburger sizzle in the pan. It didn’t look good to eat.
Nothing looked good to eat. Francine weighed ninety-two pounds.
***
They went to the courthouse for their wedding. She wanted to ask Teri,
but Joe said no. And he was right. It was more romantic, just the two of them.
After they got married, Joe didn’t drink for four months. And he was nice for
almost six. But one day, she asked about his job and he kicked her in the
stomach. Eight times. She laid on the floor until the bleeding started, and Joe
took her to the emergency room. They had a baby girl. She didn’t live.
Francine came home from the hospital with another prescription for
Valium. And Prozac. And Oxycodone. She stayed in bed for two weeks. Teri
called and left messages. Francine deleted them.
Joe found another job, and they rented a house in the country. No
neighbors to hear anything, but she never screamed anymore anyway. She was
too sad and too tired.
Joe refilled her prescriptions. Some days, he gave her drugs. Some days,
he didn’t. Most days, he caused her pain. She slid farther and farther away.
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***
Francine set a cheeseburger on the end table next to Joe’s chair. He
reached up and grabbed her hair. “Get me a beer.”
He released her with a shove, and Francine stumbled and hit her knee
against the edge of the coffee table. She saw the skin rip, felt the warm blood
trickle down her shin, but there was no pain. She wondered if her knee still
belonged to her. Was it still attached to her body? Was anything attached to
her body? She ran her finger through the blood, held it to the light. It felt warm
and cozy, a tiny fuzzy blanket on her finger. She continued to examine it,
touched it to the tip of her tongue. It tasted sweet, which surprised her. The
blood that ran in thick rivulets down her face after Joe punched her was
always the bitter taste of pennies. This blood from her knee was different.
“What the fuck are you doin’, you weird bitch?” Joe tossed the plastic
plate to the floor. “Where’s my beer?”
Six beers later, Joe was passed out in his recliner. Francine cleaned up
the kitchen. She washed the frying pan, watched the hot water break up the
hamburger fat into little balls. Touched it with her finger, rubbed the grease
between her palms.
Something was different today. The blood running through her veins was
fuzzy and sweet. It comforted her; held her close. Joe seemed far away; the
pain receded.
She scrubbed the hamburger crust from the bottom of the pan. It was
heavy, an old cast iron pan that her mother sent with her when she moved in
with Joe. Some days, she had trouble lifting it, but not today. Today, it felt
light, almost weightless, in her hands. She dried it carefully with paper towels
and carried it into the living room.
Francine watched Joe sleep. His mouth was open, and a thin line of drool
ran down his chin and dripped onto his shirt. The drool landed in the middle of
a red stain, spaghetti sauce, probably, making a small pink circle. It looked like
blood. Her blood.
Francine stared at the stain for a long time. Then she turned and shifted
her weight to her left leg. Like Babe Ruth aiming for the bleachers, she
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slammed the pan as hard as she could into Joe’s face. He didn’t move, so she
lifted it high over her head and brought it down on the top of his skull. Blood
flew in all directions, hitting her in the face.
Francine ran her tongue slowly over her lips. Joe’s blood was sweet today
too.
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Sand And Storm
—Emily Strauss
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BREATHING IN PHOENIX
by
Carolyn Ziel
I once lived in Phoenix for fifteen months.
Mike L. drove me, my possessions, and my cat Fred in the U-Haul east
on I-10, away from the soft beach toward the hard cracked desert.
He was twenty-five and I was thirty.
On a Friday night after work, we fell in love by mistake. It was over a
joint and some Thai food. The following Monday he blushed when I walked by
him at his cubicle.
We were explorers together. Reading Diet For A New America and cooking
tofu, beans, and rice. We were warriors, yoga breathing ocean from deep in our
throats. We were Tantric lovers, crossing our legs, touching our toes to our
thighs, eyes embracing, hands clasping; we were patient to erupt.
We stopped in Blythe before crossing into Arizona. I fastened a blue
harness onto Fred and dragged him around the hot black asphalt, hoping he’d
relax and walk while Mike L. filled the tank and bought water, pumpkin seeds,
and trail mix.
I couldn’t inhale; the air was thin and hot; dust and gas fumes caught in
my chest.
We pulled over at the state line. I have a picture. I'm standing in front of
the blue sign with the yellow star that reads, “The Grand Canyon State
Welcomes You.” On the side of the road, small, nothing behind me, Mike L.
phantom snapping the picture, I’m holding Fred tight, smiling hopeful.
We planned for him to join me in Phoenix: to open a yoga studio and be
happy vegetarians together.
I could never take a deep enough breath in Phoenix. I was sticky and
thirsty. It was dusty and flat, and the sun beat down on the cars, the
buildings, and the people. My skin cracked and baked. I kept going left when I
should have gone right. “Let Camelback Mountain be your guide,” the
Phoenicians told me. “They all look the same,” I would reply. My car died over
and again in the heat and so did I.
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I went back to LA to visit. “How many guys have you been with?” he
asked me. We were standing in line for beer at the Tom Petty concert at The
Hollywood Bowl. The cool breeze brushed against my neck, caressed my
shoulders, swirled under my skirt, and kissed my thighs. I missed breathing.
“Four,” I lied.
The next morning I woke up wrapped in his arms and the sheets. “I’m
not in love with you anymore,” he whispered.
I wonder if anyone can breathe in Phoenix.
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CELLULAR ANGEL
Carefully tucked in some digital dimension,
my voice “pops up at the strangest moments,”
she says, “and the timing’s always perfect.”
Of course, she invited it to dwell with her
Press 9 to save this message
for more than a year
my voice
unbidden
on some irregular timeframe
the message
asking to be heard
and resaved.
A simple bit of encouragement
friend to friend
born into a byte-sized angel
the words shape-shifting to fill each present need—
who knows what energies breathe into our human gestures
as our good deeds echo?
—Catherine McGuire
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ANGELS FAQ
do angels have external sex organs, genitals, intestines? is there sexual
intercourse between them, and how about venereal diseases? adam’s apple,
gullet, pharyngeal tonsils, lungs? if not, what kind of sound do they make? if
so, do they have lung cancer and need x-ray before settling down in paradise to
prevent the spread of tuberculosis? are there any homeless angels roaming the
fetid streets, smelling fish and bile? what kind of punishment is inflicted upon
them if they become hard drinkers, accessory to murder or if they rape a
human? i can’t imagine angels having a shower: intimate cosmetics and special
body lotion for the wings? can they be blood donors or play the piano?
i’d rather take a plane and stay human.
—Károly Sándor Pallai
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THE WRONG BODY
by
J.E. Wantz
“Have you ever thought of getting a sex change?” David asks me as we
towel off after a post-yoga shower in the studio’s locker room.
“Why? Because I have tits?” I move the towel to cover my flabby chest—
my man-boobs.
“Whoa!” He holds his hands up in front of him, the towel in one, the
fingers of the other spread wide. “That’s not what I meant.” He does not cover
himself. He has nothing to be ashamed of. He’s very fit.
“Sorry.”
I turn away because I want to stare at him. Instead, I dry my legs as my
sagging belly gets in the way. We are both in our thirties, but I look a decade
older. He’s slim, trim, and gorgeous—especially naked. I want to look more like
him.
“I only ask because I read that gays often don’t feel comfortable in their
bodies. Some go in for gender reassignment surgery and are much happier
afterward.”
I listen to the rustle of his towel as I look the other way.
“Do you feel comfortable as a man? Or do you wish you’d been born a
woman?” he asks.
I lift a foot to the bench and dry between my chubby toes. I don’t feel
“comfortable” in my body—I don’t even know what that would be like—but I
don’t think it has anything to do with being born male.
“You know…” I try to sound nonchalant. “I’ve never really thought about
it, but I don’t think I want to be a woman.” I turn back toward him and his
Adonis-like build.
Locker room humor. Locker room humor. Remember to be one of the boys.
I use self-talk to fork me out of my shell. I need to be more social, witty,
and connected and less solitary, dour, and apart.
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“What I like to do requires outdoor plumbing—not indoor fixtures,” I say
in a self-talk induced moment of daring.
He gives me a blank stare.
“Uh… Oh.” He dangles his finger and waggles it flaccidly. “Outdoor
plumbing. Ha-ha. Got it.”
“Not a dinky faucet.” I grab my elbow and raise my clenched fist in the
air. “I’m talking fire hose!”
“Must be someone else’s fire hose you’re talking about.” He turns toward
his clothing, giving me a nice view of his trim backside. “You haven’t even got a
faucet, more like a spigot. Even if you haven’t seen it in a while…I have. And
those 44 double-Ds might give a guy the wrong impression.” He laughs as he
starts to put on his briefs.
It’s locker room humor, ribbing between bros, and not meant to be taken
seriously.
“Hey! I’m a grower, not a shower.” I grab my breasts. “And these babies
are nothing but Grade A homegrown American marbled beef!” I start to sing.
“Two all-beef patties…!”
David joins in and we finish the ditty. He slaps his ass when we get to
“sesame seed buns!”
Rolling with the fat jokes is reflex. I weigh 250 and am no stranger to
plus-size humor. My laughter is hollow.
“But seriously,” he says turning back the other way. “Have you ever
thought you are in the wrong body?”
I grab my clothing and start to dress. I’ve never seriously considered a
sex change. I think for a moment.
Am I in the wrong body?
My mother and three older sisters raised me after my father walked out. I
don’t like women’s bodies, with their hot, bloody smells and constant primping.
I dislike flowery perfumes, citrus-scented powders, fluffy frills, lacy dresses,
and layers of makeup. The revulsion that fills me when I think of being
intimate with a woman tells me plainly that I don’t want to be one—not at all.
There are, however, lots of men I would like to be—one of them being
David. Well…not quite true. I don’t want to be David. I want to be myself with a
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much fitter body. One with muscles and not flab. One with the tone and
definition that I briefly had in high school. One with a hard chest, not saggy
breasts.
But breasts are exactly what I have. Not pectorals. Not defined or
chiseled hardness. Not even flat nothingness. When I jog, they bounce and
chafe. When I do yoga, they are in the way. When I do aerobics, they move in
counterpoint. A friend—whom I’ve since downgraded to acquaintance status—
once joked that I should wear a sports bra. He was right.
“No. I don’t want to be a woman.”
I say nothing about being uncomfortable in my body; he’d just offer to
work out with me more and that would add to my problems. It’s already hard
enough to be around him.
“Huh,” he says. “Just wondering, is all.”
Before I put on my shirt, I flip a breast with a finger and glare at it. They
first showed up when I was a young boy—a flabby young boy. I’d seen other
boys that were fat, but none of them had baby boobs. When I was ten, my older
brother saw me playing shirtless in the water sprinkler with a neighbor boy
and joked that I needed to start wearing a training bra. He said I could borrow
one of my sister’s booby traps. I laughed with him and played the ham, but I
was hurt. I kept my shirt on as much as possible after that. When I was twelve,
I made my whole sixth grade class laugh, and my teacher hide her face in her
hands, during a game of charades. I cupped my flabby boy-breasts, pushed
them together to form cleavage, and then grabbed my crotch. The clue was
“chestnuts”; but when someone shouted “tit-balls,” the teacher canceled my
turn and had me sit down. The snickers went on for weeks, and I thought I was
really funny.
It stopped being funny at a Cub Scout sleepover when my den mates
asked me to do it again—without my shirt on—because they wanted to see my
tits. I said I would if they did; but when they all stripped off their shirts, I only
saw the smooth flat chests of normal boys. I envied their flat chests, their lean
torsos, and their thin legs. They looked at my tits and laughed. They wanted to
see if I had girl parts down below too and dared me to show them, but a stern
adult voice through the closed door told us it was too late to be so loud. We
scurried back into our sleeping bags, and I was saved.
“Hey, you hungry?” David asks when he is fully dressed. “I get hungry
after yoga. Wanna get something to eat?”
I tuck my shirt into my pants and sit down to put on shoes and socks.
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“Sure.”
I stand up and look myself over in the mirror. I smooth the shirt fabric
over my chest and hunch my shoulders forward to reduce my profile. If I can
avoid taking off my shirt, I will. I don’t sunbathe. I don’t swim. I don’t like
group showers in locker rooms or health spas. I don’t even like to take my shirt
off when I am alone in my apartment. Showering with David was a bad idea.
“I know this place. It’s just down the street.”
David scratches his nose, his perfect nose, and as we walk he starts to
talk about her—the one he is infatuated with and who is out of his reach.
My mood drops every time She comes up. In our conversations he’s
named her Love because that’s who She is for him. It’s a cute endearment he
hopes to share with her one day when She is available. Everything She does is
loving, caring, and gorgeous. He’s like a schoolboy with a forbidden crush on a
favorite teacher. He asks if it bothers me that he talks about her so much. I say
no because if I didn’t, then we wouldn’t have much to talk about. It is my way
of staying significant in his life—as a confidant—and so he moons over her,
waxes poetic about all She does, and can’t stop talking about Love. I find his
use of the euphemism annoying only because he got to it first. In my mind and
in my journals, I call him Ideal instead.
As we walk, I listen with half my attention. The other half is still back on
the conversation after the shower. His comment about my spigot and 44DDs
echoes in my head. I only showered after yoga because the prospect of seeing
him naked was too enticing to pass up. What I’d failed to consider was that he
would also see me.
I named him well; Ideal, he is. I memorized his body in the few glances
that I could sneak without being too obvious. He didn’t make it difficult—he
soaped himself completely and vigorously all the while asking about how my
muscles felt and where I was sore. He even pointed out just where he was sore,
his hamstring—right below his perfectly rounded gluteus maximus. I
commented that he looked tight, and I immediately blushed at my word choice.
He didn’t notice.
While we eat, he talks about Love. I make noncommittal noises when he
asks me if a woman like Love could ever love a man such as him. I don’t want
to encourage him because I have a selfish agenda.
“Anyone can see what a catch you are. You are a great artist; you have a
wonderful physique; you’re loyal, sensitive, kind, and do volunteer work. You
are the ideal man.”
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“Hey…thanks. You sure know how to compliment a guy.” He looks at me,
smiles, and says, “Do you think She sees all that?”
I treat the question as rhetorical, and he fills the silence with the lyrics to
a song that he’s written for Love. I long for something that will never happen.
The day I told him I was gay, I was full of hope. He’d told me about his
artwork, guitar-playing, origami creatures, and creative writing. I heard a
kindred spirit. He spoke of longing to open a studio for artists, and I thought he
might also be gay. We were on break as I stood at his workstation.
“You’re gay. Cool,” he said. “Hey, I want to tell you something. Sit down.”
I sat eagerly.
“I just met this wonderful woman, but she’s in a relationship.”
He told me all about Love, and I knew he was lost to me. That day was
three months ago. It is torture to be around him, but it is also pleasurable. It’s
complicated.
We’re done eating and I am still listening to him tell me about her latest
adventures. I watch his mouth move, the lips curling over the teeth, the tongue
rising and falling. I know I pay too much attention to him. I can’t help it—he’s
Ideal.
Even if he were gay, he’d have nothing to do with me. Gay men hate
fatties.
High school was the only time in my life that I was not fat. A growth
spurt that started in junior high thinned out my body; I wore spandex bicycle
shorts around my neighborhood and little else. I gloried in my body—an
eighteen-year-old Ganymede at 175 pounds with well-defined muscles and a
flat stomach. I was no longer an ugly, fat little boy.
My mother despaired of my constant state of exhibition. She said it was
“ungodly to parade around half-naked.” I would mollify her by putting on
ribbed tank tops that emphasized my arms. In the bathroom I would stare at
myself in the mirror while flexing my pecs and searching for any hint of flab. I
was rock solid.
By age twenty-five I had breasts again. After years of depression, shame,
and secret self-mutilation—brought on by my closeted orientation that went
against my church, my faith, and my family—I went on antidepressants to stop
the suicidal thoughts. While on the pills, I ballooned up to 290 pounds. The
pills turned off my sense of being full, and so I ate and ate and ate. Fat piled
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around my body; red stretch marks ringed my waist, thighs, and shoulders
from rapid weight gain. They looked like cracks in the bedrock of my body. I
was no closer to peace after three years on antidepressants, and so I took 200
Tylenol #3 tablets to kill myself.
It was in this post-suicidal despair that I first met David. We both had
just been hired as GIS technicians and began working the same shift. As
advised, I increased the dosage of the antidepressants. When David and I
began talking, I discovered he faced a lot of depression himself. We became
acquaintances and then friends.
David didn’t want to take medications. Instead he got involved in yoga,
and when he suggested I try it, he had been going for over a year. In a fit of
optimism, I stopped taking the antidepressants. It was in an effort to either
face my closeted skeletons or die trying. In the first months off the pills, I really
hoped it would be suicide that claimed me, but my church said suicide was a
sin. But being gay was also a sin. I wanted to get to the point where the black
depression made me not care about sin, guilt, pain, or the afterlife. It would
only be in that depression that I could kill myself.
David suggested yoga, but I waited another year before going. I finally
decided to go so I could be around him. He was turning into a positive person,
and I was falling in love.
“See you next week?” David asks as we part after dinner. I’ve already
forgiven him for the remarks about my spigot and 44 DDs. It is not his fault I’m
fat.
“Yeah, I’ll be there.” But I’m not showering with you again.
“Good.”
We walk outside.
“You know, I think She’d really like this restaurant, don’t you?”
“Yeah, it’s really nice and…romantic.”
“Hey…one day there will be someone for you. That special someone.
You’re a great person, a fantastic friend, a great listener, and you certainly
know how to flatter a guy. You’ll find someone.”
I had found someone, but he found someone else.
We said our good nights. On the way home, I stopped at a local doughnut
shop to buy three Boston creams, three French crullers, three chocolate-filled,
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and three maple bars. I ate ten doughnuts by the time I pulled up outside my
apartment. I wolfed down the remaining two and dropped the box in the
curbside recycling bin before going inside. I should have bought two dozen.
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BIND
It’s often assumed she’d prefer large breasts,
but the firmness of almost flat boy-chests, nearly rock,
is what she’d rather own. Feel her wish,
watch her bind with a bandage, tape the wish,
and you’re right to assume she enjoys breasts,
just not her own, but nipples on lovers, rocks,
a part of her strapped becomes other, rock-hard, packing in pants, strutting, deep-voice wish,
in mirrors girl-image greets, cruel breasts
she hugs flat, rocks herself and wishes: no breasts.
—Jessie Nash
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THE QUEEN VICTORIA SYNDROME
by
Wendy Thornton
Years, while working on a master’s degree in cultural studies, I learned
to see the world through the eyes of the “Other,” via courses in Jewish, AfricanAmerican, and Southern literature. I studied Italian and French literature, the
magical realism of South America, the sorrowful literature of Africa. Of all the
courses I took, the one where I felt hopelessly out of place was my lesbian lit
class. This surprised me. After all, I assumed that, even though I wasn’t gay, I’d
have a lot in common with the women in the class.
Besides me, four women and three men took the course. I was the only
heterosexual and the only married individual. All I had to do was say “my
husband…,” and my classmates would groan and roll their eyes. I was tempted
to say “my partner,” but that seemed hypocritical. I couldn’t pretend I wasn’t
married. I was always late to class. Ken and I were raising two kids, going to
school full-time, working full-time, and our marriage wasn’t exactly blossoming
under the pressure. Still, the book of cartoons about a lesbian super-heroine
who hacked off penises with an ax left me feeling a bit queasy. In this, I had
something in common with the men in my class.
I was surprised to find the gay men and lesbian women didn’t get along.
Somehow I had this idea that there was an über-gay culture that included men
and women who preferred same sex partners, sort of a “We are the World” of
gaydom. When I expressed this idea one night, “Oh, honey,” one of my fellow
students scoffed, “you just don’t get it. We boys don’t like girls, and those girls
don’t like boys. There is no rapport.”
So I accepted that everything the guys said would be greeted by hoots of
derision by the women; the comments of the women would be pooh-poohed by
the men; and anything I said would be mocked by all and sundry. That was
okay though. Getting involved in an intellectual argument was much more
stimulating than creating soapbox derby cars with my Cub scouts or figuring
out where to store thousands of Girl Scout cookies or addressing the
insubordination of my irate secretary.
One of the big disagreements I had with the class was over the book
Fried Green Tomatoes by Fannie Flagg. The story is of two friendships, one
contemporary, the other set during the Depression. In our lesbian literature
class, we delved into the friendship between the two young girls growing up in
the Depression era south. Idgie and Ruth run a café together in the fictitious
town of Whistle Stop, Alabama. I maintained the book wasn’t a story about two
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lesbian women. These girls were friends. They had a deep and abiding respect
for each other. There was nothing sexual about it. Naturally, I was ridiculed for
my naïveté.
I took the book with me the next time I had dinner with Marilyn, my
friend since high school. A psychologist, Marilyn is my sounding board for all
things, both cultural and personal. We meet once a month for dinner, always at
the same restaurant, always at the same time, and she, at least, always eats
the same food. As I sat down in a booth, I pulled the paperback out of my
briefcase. “Oh,” said Marilyn, “that’s one of my favorite books.”
“Really? We’re studying it in my lesbian literature class.”
“What? You’re kidding! That’s not a book about lesbians.” She sipped
furiously at her cherry Coke. “Every time you turn around, people are usurping
perfectly good stories and turning them into manifestoes. Why can’t a book
about friendship just be about friendship?”
I remembered this curious exchange when I watched the movie
Brokeback Mountain a few years later with two young female friends. Brokeback
Mountain is definitely about a gay relationship. But the two women surprised
me—they thought the movie was silly, that the men acted like “lovesick teenage
girls.” I admit, I was shocked by their reaction. Having been a lovesick teenage
girl myself, having been madly in love with someone who looked remarkably
like the dear, departed Heath Ledger, one of the stars of Brokeback Mountain, I
found the movie touching and tragic. I didn’t see it as a “gay” movie; I saw it as
a movie about two people tragically in love. But then again, I didn’t grow up in
a gay era.
Homosexuality was not something we talked about in suburbia in the
sixties. I’m sure there were gay people around, but we didn’t know. We couldn’t
identify them because we didn’t have the words for their situation, for their
experience. I learned from my lesbian literature course that this inability to
name what was obviously there is known as the “Queen Victoria Syndrome.”
During Queen Victoria’s time, the British Parliament made homosexuality
illegal. Supposedly someone asked the Queen, “Shall we extend the same laws
to women?” And Victoria responded, “Don’t be silly. Women don’t have sex with
women.”
So I grew up a victim of the Queen Victoria syndrome. Once, when I was
thirteen, a friend invited me to spend the night at her house. She was very
popular, in the upper echelon of my junior high school, and I couldn’t imagine
why she wanted anything to do with me. I was a geek, a bookworm. I didn’t
have fancy clothes, didn’t hang with the cool kids. So I was surprised and
flattered to be invited to her home.
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That night, Pam and I shared a bed. Her bedroom was almost the size of
my whole house and decorated like something out of a teen magazine. She
insisted we go to bed way earlier than I wanted. I was afraid she’d laugh at my
threadbare pajamas, but she didn’t seem to notice. She snuggled up close and
soon seemed to be sleeping. A night owl, I lay awake staring at the ceiling. Pam
flung an arm across my chest and then, though I didn’t have the words to
describe what happened next, she fondled me. I had slept with my two sisters
when we were younger, and this was nothing like that. I moved away from her.
She moved closer. Again, her hand went to my breast. Again, I wriggled away.
Her hands wandered lower. I didn’t know what to do. I could feel her measured
breathing in my ear. The next time she leaned against me, I rolled right off the
bed. Curling up on the rug, I spent the rest of the night on the floor.
Pam and I never spoke about what happened that night. We remained
casual friends. It would be years before I slept with a woman again, and that
woman was Marilyn.
Marilyn and I became friends because we were both on the newspaper in
high school. She was not the type of person I would normally have befriended.
She was beautiful, blond, perky, best friends with the prom queen. At first, I
thought she didn’t have a brain in her head, but I began to notice that
whenever our journalism advisor gave one of her inspirational speeches,
Marilyn would make sarcastic comments under her breath. “In journalism,
truth is paramount,” Mrs. L intoned. “But fiction is more fun,” Marilyn hissed,
and people around her laughed. I appreciated her sense of humor.
We began to hang around. We brought out the craziness in each other.
Remember that boyfriend who looked like Heath Ledger? The day I turned
sixteen, I got my driver’s license, and Marilyn and I took off across the state of
Florida, to the small town of St. Augustine, to visit him. For years she was a
willing accomplice as I followed him around in a futile attempt to get his
attention.
And I accompanied her on her windmill tilting. Because she had a crush
on a baseball player, I went with her to every high school game. One night after
a ballgame, we were late for curfew and drove furiously across town trying to
get home before midnight. Marilyn pointed at a field of reeds. “We could save
time if we cross that field.” Heck, she’d lived in Sarasota all her life. If she said
it was a shortcut, who was I to question? I turned off the road into the reeds,
and suddenly my little Corvair splashed into water. The reeds looked like a
field, but in reality, they covered a good-size lake. We screamed as the car
sank. Swimming out of the front seat, we hiked to a nearby house and called a
tow truck. After the tow truck driver pulled my car out of the muck, he asked,
“Where do you want me to take it?”
“Take it?”
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“What gas station? Where do you want it fixed?”
“Uh,” Marilyn and I looked at each other, confused. “We’re going to drive
it home,” I said. The tow truck driver laughed. “Not tonight you ain’t,” he
drawled. I got in, cranked the car, which started right up, and we drove home,
water pouring out the doors.
By morning the car was dry. No one would have known about the lake
incident if it hadn’t been for the tow charge slip from the gas station I forgot
about. Dad didn’t care how I pleaded for mercy. He confiscated my keys.
Months later he trusted me enough to let me drive again but only
because he needed a favor. Dad owned a car lot and needed someone to switch
out a new Olds Cutlass SX hardtop for an Olds Cutlass SX convertible.
Excited, I volunteered. Such a cool car! I was to drive from Sarasota to Daytona
Beach, switch out the hardtop, and deliver the convertible to my father’s client
in Sarasota. Marilyn was allowed to go. We would spend the night in a hotel in
Daytona, courtesy of the car lot. For a sixteen- and seventeen-year-old girl, this
was the equivalent of getting a ride in a pumpkin complete with Fairy
Godmother.
But I was obsessed with the boy-who-filled-my-dreams-but-didn’tremember-my-name. We drove to Daytona, picked up the brand-new
convertible, and detoured immediately to St. Augustine. We drove up and down
the beach, looking for my own true love. We attracted a lot of attention, two tall
teenage blondes in a flashy new convertible.
As God is my witness, I do not know how that car got stuck in the sand
with the tide coming in. I was a good driver, and I knew better than to stop on
soft sand. Perhaps I thought I saw my surfer boy. Who knows? All I know is we
were suddenly stuck up to the wheel wells in a car that rocked because waves
broke over it. I had visions of my father’s face exploding as I described what
had happened to his brand-new, expensive car. I had visions of jail cells.
Fortunately, our hysteria produced a lot of attention. While eager young
surfer boys rushed to dig us out of the sand, I saw my own true love, the Heath
Ledger look-alike drive by, stare, and shake his head. Totally humiliated, I
cried on her shoulder and Marilyn comforted me. It wasn’t until about three in
the morning, when the surfers picked up the car and moved it up the beach,
that we realized we had run up over two hundred extra miles on this brandnew car. Even Marilyn cried too.
Now, I know it’s illegal to turn back an odometer, and, frankly, I was
surprised that the guy at the gas station offered to do it for free. But after all,
what do you do with two hysterical girls at three in the morning?
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Marilyn and I remained friends through high school and into college.
During our first year at the University of Florida, we decided we weren’t going
home for the summer. The dorms were closed and neither of us had a place to
live, so we borrowed a friend’s apartment. The apartment complex was pretty
sleazy—in fact, the apartments were known as the Green Latrines. But the
price was right: free.
These wooden duplexes, built off the ground, were painted a sickly forest
green. Located in the blocks across from campus known as the Student Ghetto,
the apartments were square, boxy, and consisted of a kitchen-living room box
and a bedroom-bathroom box. The floorboards creaked. The apartment didn’t
have air-conditioning; the doors could not be locked; windows didn’t close
securely. There were no phones. The Green Latrines were popular with male
graduate students. Women typically didn’t live there.
Marilyn and I actually loved spending the summer there. We came from
very staid, middle class families. We were not scholarship students. Our
parents paid for our educations. Each month during the school year, we
received a small allowance and spent it before the first week was out.
But the summer was different. Being on the voluntary poverty level was
exciting. We had no money, but we knew all we had to do was make it through
a couple of months and then we’d be back in the dorms with our parents
sending a regular income. For those two months, we rated our boyfriends by
where they took us for dinner. Fast food was a two, one step up from being
invited to share an apple in a grocery store parking lot. Steak dinner was an
eight. But the sine qua non was a buffet, where we could help ourselves to all
the food we could eat and stuff our purses with ill-gotten goods for our starving
roommate.
It was after we each had such a date that Marilyn and I heard our
intruder. We each returned from a buffet dinner date, put our napkin-wrapped
packages of food in the refrigerator, and fell into bed, exhausted. There was
only one bed in the apartment and we shared it chastely. About two in the
morning, we heard footsteps creaking along the floorboards. We lay motionless
in bed, terrified, as the thief made his way through the house. He made no
attempt to be quiet, breathing heavily as he rifled through our things.
When he came into the bedroom, we pretended to be asleep. We heard
him moving around the room, opening dresser drawers, rifling through the
closet. Finally, after taking all our little packages of food from the fridge, the
thief climbed out the way he’d come in, through the window. He could just as
easily have come in through the front door that didn’t lock. But he never
bothered to check the door.
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The next day I said, “Marilyn, did you hear—?”
“Oh, don’t say it,” she hissed. “We didn’t hear anything. Understand? We
were sleeping. Nothing happened.”
Her theory was that if we didn’t acknowledge the thief had been in the
house, then the incident didn’t happen. I realized later he was probably looking
for drugs. He had to know that the residents of those ugly green apartments
had no money. I think the reason he didn’t rape us was because he thought we
were a couple. In those days, men and women had hair the same length. He
saw two people sleeping together and decided we must be a boy and girl. He
never imagined two women lying there, helpless. The Queen Victoria Syndrome.
When I was a teenager, my friends and I were confused by everything but
our sexuality. We wanted to make money, but we wanted to be free spirits. We
wanted good jobs but didn’t want to be corporate drones. We wanted to fall in
love but didn’t want to be tied down. We wanted to be brilliant but didn’t want
to think about anything serious. You name it; we had an inconsistency for
every mood.
The only area I can safely say we had no ambiguity about was in the area
of friendships. Our friendships were sacrosanct. I would have trusted Marilyn
with my life, and did on a number of occasions. Never once did we think of
taking our relationship to a sexual level. It was already so much more. And
besides, I knew the minute I met the Heath Ledger look-alike that my destiny
was heterosexual.
Once a friendship is sexualized, the very nature of the friendship
changes. This isn’t necessarily a bad thing. But one of the lessons I learned in
my class on lesbian literature, one of the discoveries I made outside my
readings, from attending a class full of gay men and gay women, was that
people who are gay know it early and without ambiguity. They don’t fall into
the lifestyle—they are the lifestyle.
I have been madly, passionately in love. I have felt like Heath Ledger,
listening to Jake Gyllenhaal mumbling in Brokeback Mountain, “I wish I knew
how to quit you,” and thinking, I know that feeling. Marilyn was the person I
poured my heart out to. If it hadn’t been for her, I don’t know how I would have
survived. We’ve been friends long enough to be honest with each other. While
others may sympathize with a love-struck sixteen-year-old girl, your true friend
will tell you to quit whining and do something about it. If that means you end
up sitting on a sandy beach while your father’s expensive new car threatens to
float out to sea, well, that’s just another memory for the scrapbook.
Sure, you need lovers, because love is the essence of life. But then again,
you need your friends to sympathize with you when you’re ready to die of
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sadness, to go with you to the edges of the ocean, to remind you that you can
survive anything.
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WHY MY DOG ISN’T SPEAKING TO ME
Only six months old and the family
didn’t want her anymore. They demanded
cash, no questions asked. Crated all the time,
she wasn’t housebroken. She bit me, woke me,
kept me up all night.
They’d called her Peachy, for Peaches,
name on the papers they wouldn’t produce.
I chose a name for its sound: Michi,
thinking of amici for friends in Italian.
I call out to her.
Like so many others, she doesn’t look
my way, has nothing to say.
When I come home, she doesn’t jump
from the bed to greet me as she does
for a stranger. She answers to her name
for guests, repairmen, gardeners.
If I want her to come running, these work:
Chicken, Turkey, Cheese, Pasta, Cookie.
Most effective: Ride-in-the car?
Maybe someone whispered the truth—
Michi means cat in Japanese.
—Joan Mazza
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FOSTERING A HAPPY MARRIAGE
by
Natasha Cabot
8:20 a.m., Monday
Dan rolled out of bed and looked at his wife. She was on her back, fast
asleep, a thin line of alcohol-tainted drool dripping out of the corner of her
mouth and onto the dirty pillow under her head. She had one single nose hair
that kept peeking out of the right nostril, checking to see if it was safe to come
out. It saw Dan and immediately ran back inside of the dark hole. Women
never fart, belch, vomit, shit, or pick their asses in front of their men, and they
certainly don’t have nose hairs. Drool was rebellious though. It wasn’t as selfconscious as the nose hair and really didn’t give a damn if Dan saw it or not.
I’m too old to care, it thought. Plus, she’s asleep and can’t wipe me away.
He stood by the window and put his hands up to protect his eyes from
the demonic sunlight that managed to sneak around the edges of the curtains.
On the other side of the window existed a blue sky, green grass, laughing
children, buzzing bees, and a yellow gas orb millions of miles from earth
spewing forth intense light and heat.
Fuck, I hate the sun. He cringed because even thoughts hurt his head.
The hangover would be a fierce one today.
He entered the bathroom and picked up the toilet seat lid, which was
encased in a fuzzy pink protective sleeve. He pulled his 75-year-old penis out of
his pajama pants and unleashed a never-ending stream of urine. His prostate
was friendly today; usually, his urine didn’t flow so freely. He closed his eyes
and thanked the little bastard that it was going easy on him this morning.
Water met water and caused Dan even more pain. Each drip and splash sound
floated into his ear, through its canal, and into his brain where it proceeded to
kick and punch the inside of his head. Dear god, just don’t let me vomit, he
prayed.
As he shook off the last droplets of urine and put his 75-year-old penis
back into his pajama pants, he looked at himself for a long time in the mirror.
“What happened to me? When did I get so old?” he asked himself. He
took note of the deep lines on his face. Fine lines once started at the corners of
his eyes but, over time, they developed into valleys and crisscrossed his
forehead like broken railroad tracks and accentuated his jowls. “I used to be a
handsome man,” he said to his reflection. His reflection stared back and shook
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its head. No, not really. You’ve never been what one would describe as
handsome. You’re plain. Not ugly. Just plain.
Dan hacked up some morning phlegm and spat into the sink. He left the
bathroom without washing his hands and wandered into the kitchen.
“Toast and coffee. Coffee and toast. They will cure what ails you,” he said
to himself. Dan liked to talk to himself. He always made excellent points and
was a fantastic conversationalist.
“Yes, they will,” he replied to himself.
As the coffee was percolating and the bread was toasting, Dan went to
the front porch to get the morning paper. Some little fat fuck of a kid was the
paperboy, and half of the time, the little fat fuck never quite managed to toss
the paper onto the porch. Today he did and Dan smiled. I was able to piss and
the paper is on the porch? It’s going to be a good day, he thought. The hangover
inside of his skull raised its sledgehammer and slammed it into the back of his
cranium. I’m still here, it said, and I’ll let you know if it will be a good day. Dan
sighed and closed the door, his beautiful day slightly bruised and swelling
somewhat.
With toast and coffee ready to be consumed, he sat down at the table and
started to read. He was barely into the second paragraph of the lead story when
Laurie came in. Dark circles dangled under her eyes like dirty chandeliers. Her
lips were chapped, and her nose was red.
She looked at Dan. “Morning,” she said.
“Morning,” he said.
“Did you make me breakfast?”
“No,” he replied.
The room went silent as Laurie soaked in Dan’s acknowledgment that he
did not make breakfast for her too.
“Why not? Why in the hell are you so goddamned inconsiderate? You
knew I’d get up. You think you could do one little fucking thing for me in the
morning. But, no, you sit there with your goddamned coffee and your
goddamned toast chomping and slurping and not giving a shit about me,” she
said.
Dan put down the paper and looked at his wife. He reminded himself
that he was at the beginning of paragraph four of the lead story, which was
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about a three-person car accident that killed six people.
“Who the hell broke your hands? There’s the bread; shove it in the
toaster,” he said.
“I know where I’d like to shove it, asshole,” she said as she took two
pieces of toast and shoved them into the toaster. “At least you made coffee.”
The light ticking of the toaster mixed with the shuffling of the newspaper
reverberated around the kitchen as Dan finished reading about the car
accident that took six lives. He slurped his coffee and went on to the next story.
Laurie stood by the toaster and stared at Dan, fury flying out of her bloodshot
eyes. I hate the mornings. The mornings are always the worst part of the day.
And seeing him sit there drinking his coffee and eating his toast and reading is
paper without a care in the world disgusts me. He disgusts me.
The toaster announced the completion of the toasting of the bread with a
loud pop. Laurie turned, took out the toast, and placed them on a saucer. She
poured herself some coffee and sat down across from her husband.
“What’s in the paper today?” she asked.
“News.”
“What kind of news?”
“Bad.”
“What happened?”
“Car accident. Six dead,” he answered.
“Damn,” she said. “Where did it happened?”
“Do you want the paper?”
“No, you’re reading it. Why don’t you just tell me?”
“Because I’m done with that story and I’ve moved on,” he said.
“Well, can I have a section to read? I’m not going to just sit here,” she
said. “Give me the “Life” section. It’s got gossip.”
He passed her the “Life” section, and they both ate their toast and
slurped their coffee in silence. The occasional sniffle, hack, and rustling of
paper echoed in the room.
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Laurie looked up at her husband. “You know, I’m glad we never had kids.
You’d make a terrible father.”
“Where in the hell did that come from? Why would I make a terrible
father? It isn’t like you’d be a great mother.”
“I don’t mean that in a bad way, Dan. It’s just you are one of those people
who are preoccupied. You’re preoccupied with your paper. You’re preoccupied
with your coffee. You’re preoccupied with your toast. You’re a preoccupied
person. In fact, you were so preoccupied with something so very important this
morning that you couldn’t even make my toast for me,” Laurie said.
“You are like a fucking dog with a bone. Why are you bringing up that
shit again? You’ve eaten. And judging by the looks of you, you ain’t starving
either. So drop the toast bullshit and leave me alone. Let me read my paper.”
“Preoccupied, preoccupied, preoccupied. Always focused on yourself. Preoc-cu-pied.”
“God damn it. Are you trying to ruin my day? I’ve been awake for less
than an hour. Back off,” Dan said.
Laurie got up and walked toward the refrigerator. Before she opened it,
she leaned down and put her mouth by Dan’s ear. “Preoccupied,” she
whispered.
Dan ignored her and continued to read.
Laurie pulled out a carton of orange juice and grabbed a glass out of the
cabinet. “You want some? You see, I’m not too preoccupied to ask you.”
“Yes, thank you.”
“Oh, thank you! I’m so glad you weren’t too preoccupied to say that. How
sweet!”
Dan set the paper down and rubbed his eyes. He looked up at his wife.
“Are you done? I’m sorry I didn’t make you toast. The next time I make toast,
I’ll make you some, okay? I apologize with every fiber of my being that I didn’t
take two slices of bread and place them into the toaster so they could toast.”
“See? Was that so hard? All you had to do was apologize,” Laurie said.
She put the two glasses on the table and filled them with orange juice.
They both went back to their respective sections of the paper, while sipping
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their glasses of liquid vitamin C.
“You’re a fucking anchor, you know that?” he asked.
“I know, sweetie. I weigh you down constantly. You deserve it,” she said.
“I don’t even know why I asked you to marry me.”
“I don’t even know why I accepted.”
They continued to play verbal ping-pong while reading their respective
sections of the newspaper and sipping orange juice. Laurie’s glass was empty.
She got up and walked over to the freezer, not breaking her insult volley with
her husband.
“You’re as useless as ever,” she said. “I have to do everything.”
“Bitch,” he said.
“Bastard,” she responded.
She pulled out a full bottle of vodka. The orange juice just wasn’t strong
enough for her taste. She filled her glass two-thirds full of vodka and put in a
dash of orange juice to top it off.
“Want some?” she asked.
“Yes, thanks,” Dan said.
“See? I’m so considerate,” Laurie said, taking another swig out of her
glass.
She filled his glass up two-thirds with vodka and also added a bit of
orange juice to top it off.
“This is good. I love morning vodka,” he said. “Morning vodka is so good.”
“Yeah. Better than your coffee. You make the worst coffee.”
“You always complain about my coffee. Why don’t you drag your carcass
out of bed and make it? You’re so fucking passive-aggressive.”
Laurie stared at him. “You don’t even know what passive-aggressive
means, you pig.”
“Pig? You are calling me pig? There’s only one pig in this room and it isn’t
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me. My thighs don’t chafe when I walk, fat ass.”
“And now we descend into the pit and make fun of my weight. I’ve told
you, it is glandular.”
Dan laughed. “Yeah. Glandular.”
They both emptied their glasses and filled up with more vodka and
orange juice. When they emptied their glasses again, they repeated the process
and filled it up with vodka but not orange juice. They decided to cut out the
middle man. Vodka passed through the lips and down the gullet and nestled
within their guts. Warmth spread throughout them, and the world got a bit
happier.
Dan was halfway done with his glass. He glanced up at his wife. “You
know, I do think you’re beautiful. You’ve always had the most beautiful, brown
eyes. Liquid amber. I could stare into them forever. I love you.”
Laurie drained her glass and refilled it. “I love you too, Dan. I’m so lucky
to have you. You are so sweet and caring. I’m sorry about saying you wouldn’t
make a good father. You would have made a great one. I’m just sorry I couldn’t
give you any children. I feel like a failure.” Her voice cracked and tears welled
up in her eyes.
“You’re not, baby. I didn’t want children anyway. I don’t want to share
you with anyone else. I want you to be all mine,” he said.
Laurie smiled and wiped away a tear. “You’re the best husband any
woman could ask for.” She got up and went to the freezer to get another bottle
of vodka.
“You want some cranberry with it?”
“Nah. Give it to me straight, baby.”
She sat in the chair next to him, and they held hands and read the paper
together. They both clucked their tongues and shook their heads at all the bad
news in the world. How can people be so cold to one another?
The second bottle of vodka was three-fourths gone.
“I’m going to go take a shower, brush my teeth, and get dressed,” Laurie
said. “What do you want to do today?”
“I want to take a shower, brush my teeth, and get dressed,” Dan
repeated, staring into her brown eyes. “I think I’ll join you.”
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He put the paper down and grabbed his wife’s hand. “Fifty years of bliss,
darling. I’m a lucky man.”
Laurie stood on tiptoe and gave her husband a kiss. “I’m the lucky one.”
They both looked out of the window. “It’s a beautiful day. The sun is out.
We should garden later.”
“Yeah, later,” Dan smiled. They walked hand-in-hand to the bedroom and
shut the door, and all was right with the world. Well, until sobriety arrives and
announces its foul self with headaches and hostility. But sobriety is always
easily remedied.
Bottoms up.
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